
Webcams have a bright future in the ITS world and it’s all in the data, says Joe Nizza.

In today's world, webcams are everywhere.  They capture views of foreign 
islands, national monuments, skyscrapers and bustling cities.

Uses are varied and include everything from monitoring weather in remote locations 
to chatting with loved ones to homeland security. Most importantly, they play an 
important role in ITS technology improving the safety, security and efficiency of the 
nation's surface transportation system. Webcams, however, were not always 
accepted as serious business tools.

When the webcam industry first began, the early network cameras offered low-
resolution images and suffered from very little available broadband and virtually no 
wireless connectivity. We have come a long way since the early days of webcams; we 
now have the ability to purchase low-cost, high-resolution mobile cameras that fully 
take advantage of seamless high-speed 3G transmission. While the technology is still 
evolving, webcams already are being used to document sophisticated projects and 
help people make better decisions.

Humble Beginnings
The first known webcam originated at Cambridge University in Cambridge, England in 
1991 and was very different from the webcams we know today. Located in the Trojan room in the Computer Science 
Department, it was called the “CoffeeCam.” It consisted of an icon-sized image of a coffee pot which was updated about 
three times a minute alerting the programmers when the pot was running low on coffee. By the early 2000's computer 
hardware manufacturers started to build webcams directly into computer monitors. This was followed by websites like 
YouTube that hosted videos made by webcams and Skype, which allows users to make video phone calls over the 
Internet.  We now have mobile webcams in such portable devices like the iPhone. When it seems as though webcam 
technology has reached its peak, many wonder what is next?

Groundbreaking advancements that are essentially the future for webcam technology include the increased resolution 
and the addition of data sensors, enhanced wireless technology, and SAAS (Software as a Service) to manage           
technology to webcam networks. One such company that uses this advanced science is EarthCam, the international 
leader in professional webcam technology. EarthCam provides high definition 72 megapixel panorama cameras, as well 
as wireless, solar and mobile platforms with data sensors built in that gather and send information to an operation center 
where it can be reviewed. More importantly, camera technology is now taking on the role of being proactive and critical 
decisions are being made more easily. "Our continuous development of breakthrough technology brings new benefits to 
our customers on a regular basis. The MegapixelCam Advanced is just one such example, providing clear detailed visual 
information to help our clients make decisions that improve communication and management of projects," said Brian 
Cury, CEO and Founder of EarthCam. EarthCam provides data management software to construction and traffic          
operations projects all on one user-friendly web-based interface. There are multiple panels of managed data built right 
into EarthCam's Control Center 7 software which include but are not limited to 21 points weather and 18 solar points of 
data; 280 points of analytical traffic data; and wireless monitoring enabling the user to catch a small glitch before it 
becomes a major catastrophe.

For example, if a traffic sensor recognizes a decrease in speed and flow plus an increase in density then an alternative 
route can be suggested after analyzing the webcam video, then sent to a NTCIP-enabled DMS (Dynamic Message 
Signs) to alert travelers in real time. A DOT 511 web page can also be automatically updated. If a solar battery bank is 
low on power, the user will be warned and the data can be examined and the system repaired before power completely 
gives out.  Basically, data sensors and their management helps users to avert large issues that are easily preventable.
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A Picture of Safety
Presently, most roadways have traffic monitoring cameras installed in order to monitor public safety. Accidents that occur 
can now be documented at a moments notice. This helps to prevent a domino effect from happening as well as helping to 
eliminate the congestion that usually follows a roadway incident. Another benefit of cameras is that police response time 
is quicker which fundamentally can help save lives. “Monitoring traffic goes back to two major components of Traffic 
Management: Traffic Incident Management (TIM) and Dissemination of information. TIM consists of three components: 
Detection & Verification, Response and Recovery,” states Dennis Motiani, the Director for the Division of Traffic            
Operations for the New Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT).  He adds that, “three stand-out projects of ours 
that come to mind are the traffic monitoring cameras on I-78, I-287 and Route 36. These cameras (EarthCam's portable 
TrailerCam Systems) capture incidents and also the congestion caused due to construction. The cameras have helped 
the Traffic Management Center personnel to quickly detect and alert the motoring public about delays via DMS or our 511 
systems. It allows us to be pro-active in improving mobility and keeping our roadways safe.” 

The gathering of roadway data is monitored by city officials and local governments but can also be viewed by the city's 
residents on a public website. The public's knowledge of a project's construction is both important for their safety and 
understanding. The idea of websites hosting real time video of a project will allow a community to not only monitor the 
flow of traffic and view road safety, but it will also let them see exactly where some of their tax dollars are being spent. 
(Systems can be purchased for less than $10,000 creating in-house data center savings of over $100,000 in some cases 
for an impressive ROI.)

One construction project in particular that places an importance on the public's transparency and appearance is Doyle 
Drive, also known as the south access of the Golden Gate Bridge, which is being renovated and turned into the Presidio 
Parkway. This construction is documented by five EarthCam megapixel webcams, which are solar-powered and wireless.  
This allows live video management for authorities plus real-time visual information for the public until its completion in 
2013. The project's progress can be viewed on the Presidio Parkway's website (www.presidioparkway.org/) and includes 
ramp closures and traffic information (to help the public make travel decisions) and a documented look at what's to come 
for the site. 

Moving Pictures
Another innovation in webcam technology for DOTs is the ability to put a camera anywhere. EarthCam Mobile TrailerCam 
systems (EarthCam.net) can now be put in remote areas that have no infrastructure, power or landline bandwidth. These 
portable solar and wireless trailer cameras come equipped with a 3G wireless modem. Technological advances are giving 
people the ability to use cameras more effectively and efficiently. Camera software can now measure the flow, speed and 
density of a roadway all in a monthly, weekly or daily visual report. TrailerCams also allow authorities to see what's     
happening in work zones in real time and make the proper changes as to how the highway is managed. This can help to 
improve highway and work zone safety and cut down on accidents. Mobile camera systems are frequently used for 
roadside monitoring and construction and are greatly improving the “intelligence” of our highways, enabling work zones to 
be managed safely and securely.

Low-tech, unreliable CCTV cameras are out and easy-to-use, affordable high-tech webcam solutions are in. Vast 
improvements in wireless networking and analytic sensor devices are yielding massive volumes of real-time traffic data 
along with visual information and that's why the forward-thinking ITS professional should look to companies that offer a 
complete, managed solution. A combination of the latest camera technology, local deployment capabilities, accurate 
sensor data collection and complete data warehousing and analysis makes services such as EarthCam’s SAAS model a 
cost-effective and smart solution to burdensome and overwhelming in-house data management and overtaxed budgets.  
The future is here now and choosing the right technology partner can make the difference between efficient traffic flow or 
data overload.
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